Environmental Policy

We consider pursuing our operations without doing harm to our environment and conserving treasures of our environment for future generations as the basic principle of AXON' Kft. This is why we add environment protection as an equally important requirement to the strategic triangle of AXON' Kft.

We declare that all personnel of AXON' Kábelgyártó Kft. strives to follow the strategy of:

- High technology
- High quality
- Quick service
- Protection of the environment.

The management committed to keep harmful effects on the environment to the minimum, and use technologies what do not damage the environment. We allow ourselves such work processes which do not discharge contamination into the soil, water streams, the air, and use as little as possible from environmental resources, and have as much of materials used to be recyclable as possible.

We make all our workers to be environment-conscious. We teach them that they are responsible for the environment and expect them to have protective conduct towards the environment in their own area of work.

We analyse all existing and possible harmful impacts and take preventive measures. We strictly observe environmental laws and other regulations, as well as the procedures and instructions of our own environment management system.

By using high technology we ensure optimal solutions in terms of quality, economy and the environment. We have implemented an environment protection organisation with controlled authority and responsibility. We continuously control and develop our environment management system, analyse existing and possible harmful effects, and take actions to prevent them or reduce their impact.

Each worker is made familiar with the these principles. We maintain contacts with the authorities, we involve our suppliers and partners in our activities. Full publicity is maintained so our adherence to the commitments in this environment policy can be openly examined.
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